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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

bog hog dog log cog jog fog

cog fog bog dog fog bog hog

dog jog bog fog cog log dog

fog log cog hog jog dog bog

hog bog dog bog hog log log

jog log fog jog dog fog cog
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

clog cog jog cog clog hog cog

flog jog hog dog flog bog jog

frog dog smog log hog smog dog

smog log bog clog bog frog log

bog fog frog flog frog flog fog

hog clog flog frog smog clog clog

Includes	blends	
&	digraphs
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

mob lob fob cob job fob lob

Bob sob mob rob rob lob rob

cob mob lob cob lob Bob sob

job sob Bob sob Bob cob fob

fob cob mob job rob cob job

rob job Bob mob sob fob job

Four in a Row



Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

blob mob sob lob Bob mob Bob

slob cob knob rob knob cob knob

snob job glob fob glob job glob

glob fob blob job snob fob snob

knob rob Bob slob blob rob slob

Bob lob snob glob Bob lob blob
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Includes	blends	
&	digraphs
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

jock sock lock dock jock sock rock

lock lock mock rock mock rock jock

rock dock rock jock sock lock dock

dock jock lock dock mock rock lock

lock sock dock rock lock jock dock

mock rock mock jock sock mock lock



Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

clock chock dock shock clock knock dock

knock frock mock flock knock block rock

block stock sock smock block shock lock

shock jock clock chock rock stock flock

flock lock knock frock lock chock smock

smock rock block stock jock frock jock

ock #2
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&	digraphs
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

hot lot hot rot hot dot not

not pot not got rot tot hot

cot got dot pot got jot rot

jot rot tot lot pot cot got

tot hot jot hot lot not pot

dot not cot not dot hot lot



Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

blot plot tot clot jot rot clot

shot bot dot slot cot got slot

spot hot lot trot not pot trot

trot not pot spot hot lot spot

slot cot got shot bot dot shot

clot jot rot blot plot tot jot

ot #2
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&	digraphs



Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

sop mop hop pop hop sop cop

cop top mop sop mop lop top

lop lop top cop top mop hop

top lop lop lop top mop

mop sop cop top cop lop cop

hop pop sop mop sop pop top

op
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Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

crop clop drop slop stop prop hop

plop drop slop crop lop slop shop

shop slop sop pop mop clop pop

chop stop mop crop top slop chop

hop cop shop glop plop cop drop

slop crop plop lop shop stop sop

op #2
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Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

Bob sock tock dock jock lot jot

dock rock lob Bob lock sob rot

jock dot got mob fob mock pot

lock job hot rot cot job fob

fob mock jot pot sock sob lock

cot sob lot not rock dot sock

ob, ock, ot
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Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

cop jot lot cog cog cop bog

hop hot cop fog dog log hop

bog got not hop top cog lop

dog dot rot hog fog dog log

mop cot pot lop mop fog top

cog top dog log jog jog bog

op, og, ot
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

cot sop rock jog top fob got

bog cop mop dock lot log rob

hog hot cog dot dog hop gob

Bob lock lop sock jog pot rot

jock mob not mock jog lob fog

bop sob cob tot lock rock hog
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